To Year 4,
Hope you are all keeping well and getting on okay with your learning? It amazing how things are changing outside as it is staying lighter in the evenings and lots more stuff is growing. One thing that isn’t changing is how much we miss you. So, stay safe and be kind.

English
Message in a bottle
You are stood on a sandy beach after a storm. Lots of things are washing up onto the shore. One thing catches your eye, a clear glass bottle bobbing up and down. Inside you find a message...

Carry on the story, try to vary your sentence lengths and types. Keep the reader engaged and wanting to find out more.

Maths - Problem solving
A mouse has between 30 and 50 breadcrumbs. When counting in fours there were 2 left over. When counted in fives there was 1 left over.
How many breadcrumbs are there?

Topic - Science
Who lives in a place like this? Use this picture to work out what would live in this riverside habitat. Remember not all living things are animals.

Reading
Please read at home at least 3 times each week.

Spelling
Determine defend depend

Times Tables
Make sure you access your Times Table Rock Stars account.